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MIND THE
(BEHAVIOUR)
GAP

The Covid-19 pandemic might have put humanity into lockdown, however, when it

came to the investment world it all but put human behaviour and emotions into

lockdown. Last year once again emphasised our behavioural side and unmasked the

fact that we are not the rational investors that we learn about in financial textbooks. It

is more evident than ever that the investment community should start to take note of

the “Mind the (Behavioural) Gap” sign.

Momentum Investment’s April 2021 “Covid-19 Investor Behaviour” report¹ emphasised

the value destroyed by investor behaviour during the pandemic. The report states that

Momentum Investment clients lost a total of R100M from April 2020 to December 2020

due to poor decisions that were influenced by behaviour. The report further states that

from March 2020 until September 2020 investors realised an annualised portfolio value

destruction of 6.5% on their discretionary unit trust investments due to behaviour. 

Performance chasing has also become a part of the behavioural finance discussion. A

lot of investors get caught up in chasing performance and end up missing out on the

full journey/return of a particular investment. Patrick Cairns, Editor of Citywire South

Africa, wrote an article “Last year’s losers have become 2021’s winners” on the 4th of

May 2021 ². The article states that the four best performing General Equity funds so far

this year all delivered negative returns in 2020, whilst almost half of the top quartile

performers for the year-to-date underperformed the median fund in 2020. This finding,

along with our previous article “Time in the Market vs Timing the Market” ³, indicates

that performance chasing is not a successful long-term strategy. It is well known that

the negative emotion associated with an R100 loss is felt to a greater degree than the

positive emotion associated with an R100 gain. This is because we are wired to avoid

pain; our rational decision-making ability gets influenced by our emotions and

behaviour and this can lead to a behavioural gap. Simply stated, the behavioural gap is

the difference between the investment return and the investor’s return. More often

than not, the investor’s return is less than the investment returns due to behavioural

influences that cause them to switch in and out of investments, trying to time the

market or selling out of an investment when markets are down. 
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Drawing inspiration from Momentum’s Covid-19 Investor Behaviour report and Patrick

Cairn’s article, we ran an analysis to visually show how the behaviour gap can originate

when behaviour influences us to switch in and out of funds. Below is the graph with our

findings:
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Source: Morningstar

The graph visually shows the effects of the behavioural gap and how our emotional

decisions can sometimes negatively affect our investment returns. 

The Original General Equity Fund (orange line) is an investor's original equity investment

(starting 1 January 2020). This investment is a general equity fund that generated a

negative return last year but is one of the Top 10 YTD funds. To show how investor

behaviour can erode potential returns, we made use of two different scenarios.

In the first scenario (green line), the investor switches out of the Original Equity Fund at

the end of 2020, due to the negative returns, and into a general equity fund that was in

the 1st quartile over the last 1 and 5- year period (i.e., chasing performance). This switch

caused the investor to lose out on the orange fund’s recovery and the investor is worse

off as at April 2021. 

In scenario 2 (black line), the investor wanted to protect their investment by splitting their

original portfolio into a 50% Income Fund (this fund is a Top 10 performing fund over the

last 3 and 5-year period) and keeping the remaining 50% in his Original Equity Fund. The

switch was done on the 1st of April (right after the March Pandemic crash). Scenario 2

also caused the investor to be worse off than if they just stayed invested in their original

fund.



As more evidence of how investors’ behaviour can negatively influence their returns, it is

becoming clearer that investors must mind the behaviour gap and become cognisant of

how their emotions can affect their returns.
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Reference links:
1-https://retail.momentum.co.za/documents/campaigns/effectofcovid/covid-19-investor-behaviour.pdf
2-https://citywire.co.za/news/last-year-s-losers-have-become-2021-s-winners/a1502852?sectorID=1565
3-https://www.newroadcapital.co.za/wp-content/uploads/2021/03/Is-Time-in-the-Market-More-
Important-Than-Timing-the-Market.pdf
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